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A dominant theme in vision research is that important characteristics of the visual pathway evolved to be ef-
fective in processing natural scenes. Given this perspective, one can learn about the nature of visual processing
from a quantitative analysis of natural images. Such analysis can benefit from the camera as a measuring
device. As such, the camera should not introduce arbitrary artifacts into the image formation process. This
paper describes how to correct a number of unnecessary artifacts associated with obtaining natural scene sta-
tistics with a digital camera. For artifacts that are inherently part of image formation, and where elimination
is not possible or appropriate, we describe methods for transformation and quantification. © 2008 Optical So-
ciety of America
OCIS codes: 100.2980, 330.1710.
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. INTRODUCTION
atural images provide essential raw material for vision

esearch. They are used for the testing of computer vision
lgorithms, as the source of image statistics, and to
timulate observers in psychophysical experiments. Natu-
al images are captured by both biological and photo-
raphic systems. Biological vision has evolved to function
n an environment of natural image structure and statis-
ics [1], whereas photographic systems have been devel-
ped to meet various commercial criteria. As a result, bio-
ogical and photographic systems will produce different
mage representations of the same three-dimensional
cene. Given these differences, how can a camera be used
o as to predict the response of a given biological vision
ystem?

Geometric distortions in photography are a potential
roblem in computer vision. For example, suppose a com-
uter vision algorithm is learning to recognize an object
ased on a number of image examples. The curvature of
he object edges is likely to be an important property for
earning. If the object is translated between images, field-
ependent optical distortions, such as barrel distortion,
ill cause those curvatures to vary from image to image.
omehow, this has to be taken into account, or the distor-
ion must be verified as being extremely small.

In the case of psychophysics, object recognition perfor-
ance depends upon image contrast. Data on image con-

rast from a camera, in turn, depend upon the camera’s
pectral response function and its luminance response
unction. These functions vary from camera to camera. As

consequence, the contrast structure and statistical
tructure of the images will also vary. For this reason, two
1084-7529/09/010030-13/$15.00 © 2
nvestigators collecting image data from the same natural
bjects, but using different cameras, may get different re-
ults.

This paper describes how to handle the artifactual
haracteristics of a camera. Once calibrated, a digital
amera can be used to form useful databases of natural
mages [2].

. DIGITAL CAMERA BASICS
here are many criteria to use in camera selection, and
very project may require something different. Neverthe-
ess, most investigators share some common needs, in-
luding lens quality, controllability, and compatible exter-
al software.
Resolution requirements vary with the study, but most

tudies can easily meet their resolution requirements at a
easonable cost. High dynamic range is required if one is
nterested in scenes combining shadowed regions and di-
ect illumination. Quality complementary-metal-oxide
emiconductor (CMOS) sensors in digital single-lens-
eflex (SLR) cameras have dynamic ranges of 11.7 bits or
ore, which exceeds that of film [3,4].
These sensors also have a signal-to-noise ratio greater

han ISO 50 film [5,6], and some have a pixel resolution
reater than the best 35 mm film equivalent
16 megapixels� [7].

The advantage of the SLR design is that the viewfinder
ath shares the same lenses as the image capture path,
llowing the photographer to see the image as it will be
aptured. This is especially important in a camera with
hangeable lenses. Most investigators will require
009 Optical Society of America
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hangeable lenses, since it is unlikely that a fixed lens
ill meet all of an investigator’s requirements.
Zoom lenses are convenient, but a zoom setting can

ave a number of effects, as described below. Therefore,
sers may want to set zooms to a small number of cali-
rated settings or use fixed focal length lenses.
The second category of requirements, controllability, is

ery important for calibration. The following controls
hould have a manual mode: shutter speed, aperture, fo-
us, and gain. The flash should be controllable as fixed on
r fixed off. One should be able to turn off auto white bal-
nce. Finally, the output file format should be controllable
nd should include a raw format.
Traditionally, and in the image-processing domain, the

erm “raw” refers to a file containing only uncompressed
ixel values. There is no file header. More recently, and in
he photography domain, “raw” means something quite
ifferent. The photographic raw file does have a header
nd usually involves lossless compression. It is called
raw” because most of the image processing normally
one in the camera is postponed or is reversible using off-
amera software. The raw format usually has the addi-
ional advantage of having details of the camera settings
aved in the header. Data that are not raw are undesir-
ble because they will include the results of proprietary
n-camera processing. In this paper, we shall use the term
raw” in the photographic sense.

In order to exploit the raw format, one requires both a
amera to produce raw files and external software to read
nd manipulate those files. It was only with the 2003 re-
ease of Adobe Photoshop CS [8] that the ability to read
nd manipulate raw files was realized in commercial soft-
are. However, even applications such as Photoshop CS
ay leave the image somewhat processed. For example,
hereas the user can refuse most suggested operations,

he user is still forced to choose a white balance and a
olor space, with unpredictable results. In addition, com-
ercial software typically performs gamma adjustment

nd demosaicing upon input, without notifying the user.
ne of the few available programs that provides access to

he fully raw data in a raw file is dcraw [9].
We used three cameras in developing the methods de-

cribed: the Canon EOS-D30, the Canon EOS-1Ds Mark
I, and the Nikon D3.

. RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT AND
ATERIALS

he procedures described here require the following
quipment and materials or their equivalents: (1) digital
aw capable camera, preferably with quality lenses and
ow-noise sensors; (2) software for reading fully raw im-
ge data; (3) Accu-Chart 11-Step Gamma Compensated
rey Scale Chart [10]; (4) monochromator; (5) broad-

pectrum, high-intensity light source; (6) data set of re-
ectance spectra; (7) data set of illumination spectra; (8)
CD display; and (9) heavy tripod.

. ARTIFACTS MANAGED BY CORRECTION
R ELIMINATION
ertain artifacts are considered to be undesirable limita-

ions on resolution, and as such should be corrected or
liminated. However, limitations on resolution have their
iological counterparts, and for some applications it may
e desirable to reintroduce these limitations by mimick-
ng a biological system.

. Aberrations
berrations arise when design goals diverge from the ide-
lized world of paraxial optics [11]. The two main catego-
ies of aberration are the chromatic and the monochro-
atic. Chromatic aberrations arise because the index of

efraction is actually a function of wavelength. Monochro-
atic aberrations are those that arise even in images

ormed by monochromatic light. All aberrations can be re-
uced optically, but there is no known way to bring them
ll to zero in a single system. Therefore, it is best to
hoose a lens system design with a minimal amount of ab-
rration in all categories and, where possible, to correct
he remaining aberrations digitally.

. Chromatic Aberrations
here are two types of chromatic aberration, longitudinal
nd lateral. Longitudinal chromatic aberration results
rom the fact that each wavelength has a different focal
ength, resulting in chromatic image blur. Lateral chro-

atic aberration is due to the fact that images in different
avelengths have different magnifications.
Longitudinal aberrations can be well managed opti-

ally. Typical solutions include the achromatic doublet
ens with crown and flint glass or, more recently, the use
f fluorite and ultra-low-dispersion (UD) glass. See Figs.
(a)–1(c). Two of the lenses tested for this paper (Canon
6–35 mm f /2.8L USM and the 24–70 mm f /2.8L USM)
tilized UD glass, one (Canon 100–400 f /4.5–5.6L IS)
tilized UD and fluorite, and one lens (Canon 28–105 mm
/3.5–4.5 II UMS) did not utilize UD or fluorite glass.

However, even in those lenses using UD glass or fluo-
ite, some lateral chromatic aberration remains. This can
e corrected digitally as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) and
escribed below.

ig. 1. Chromatic aberration and comparison of solutions. (a)
ongitudinal chromatic aberration. Different wavelengths have
ifferent focal lengths on axis: R, red; G, green; B, blue. (b) Cor-
ection of longitudinal chromatic aberration by achromatic dou-
let. (c) On-axis test chart detail from the 1Ds camera. Chro-
atic aberration is corrected using UD glass. (d) Off-axis test

etail from the same image as (c), showing lateral chromatic ab-
rration. (e) Same as (d) but with digital correction.
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It is likely that the lateral chromatic aberrations of a
oom lens will vary with focal length. For example, lateral
hromatic aberration decreases as focal length increases
ith the Canon 16–35 mm, whereas it increases as focal

ength increases with the 24–70 mm. The 100–400 mm
ens shows little effect of zoom. No effect of zoom setting is
iscernable on longitudinal chromatic aberration in any
f the test lenses.

. Distortion
ost of the monochromatic aberrations are best corrected

ptically. These include the four blurring aberrations:
pherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, and Petzval
eld curvature. A fifth monochromatic aberration is dis-
ortion, where straight lines in the scene are imaged as
urves.

Distortion varies according to the distance between a
ens and the aperture stop (the element in a multielement
ens that determines the maximum bundle diameter),
roducing a difference in magnification as a function of
istance from the image center. When the stop is between
he object and the lens, barrel distortion is produced.

hen the stop is between the lens and the focal plane,
incushion distortion is produced. When the stop and lens
re coincident, there is zero distortion. What is perhaps
ess well appreciated is that distortion is also dependent
n object distance.

The 28–105 mm lens on the D30 camera displays a
light barrel distortion at wide-angle zoom settings and a
light pincushion distortion at telephoto settings, as does
he 24–70 mm; the 16–35 mm lens exhibits barrel distor-
ion at wide angle settings but no distortion at 35 mm;
nd the 100–400 mm lens exhibits increasing pincushion
istortion as the focal length increases. Correction proce-
ures, described below, produce grid lines that are
traight to within 1 pixel.

. Correcting Distortion and Chromatic Aberration
istortion is the only monochromatic aberration that does
ot involve blur and can therefore be corrected digitally. It
an be expressed as a remapping of the ideal undistorted
mage into the distorted image

rd = f�ru�, �1�

here the distorted radial position rd is a function of the
ndistorted radial position ru. Where the derivative of f is
egative, one has barrel distortion, and where the deriva-
ive of f is positive, one has pincushion distortion. If f is
ot monotonic, then one will have both barrel and pin-
ushion distortion in one image, a case called mustache
istortion. An example of barrel distortion is shown in
ig. 2(a).
In order to make the correction, we want the inverse of

he distortion function f. The inverse f−1, or correction
unction, is unknown, but we can assume there is a Taylor
eries

ru�rd� = a0 + a1rd + a2rd
2 + a3rd

3 + a4rd
4 + a5rd

5 + ¯ �2�

hat represents it, where ai is the nth derivative of f−1. We
se a fourth-degree polynomial approximation like the
ne originally implemented by Dersch [11]:
ru�rd� = a1rd + a2rd
2 + a3rd

3 + a4rd
4 . �3�

n Eq. (3), coefficient a0=0. If it were not, the correction
ould leave a hole in the center of the image. If one nor-
alizes all images to have a unit half-diagonal, one can

ig. 2. Comparison of distortions in a test chart. (a) Unproc-
ssed image, (b) image processed with commercial software, (c)
mage processed using Eq. (3); �a4,a3,a2�= �0,0,−0.075�.
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et a1 to control image magnification, which we will ma-
ipulate separately when dealing with chromatic aberra-
ion. The case

a1 = 1 − a2 − a3 − a4 �4�

auses no overall magnification. Since the causes of geo-
etric distortion are not color dependent, distortion in all

olor channels can be corrected using the same set of co-
fficients.

Lateral chromatic aberration can then be corrected by
pplying Eq. (3) to two of the three color channel images,
hoosing a1 so as to ensure that all color channels have
qual magnification. Adjustments to a1 are made with the
id of a test chart consisting of black and white stripes
rom the center to the periphery. The adjusted image
hould show minimal chroma at all eccentricities. Since
ateral chromatic aberration is a wavelength-dependent

agnification aberration, a2=a3=a4=0 for both chro-
atic corrections.
If lateral chromatic aberration is significant in an im-

ge, it cannot be corrected entirely. This is because each
olor-sensitive element responds to light across many dif-
erent wavelengths and each wavelength is blurred to a
ifferent extent.
The process of finding the appropriate coefficients for

orrection may be greatly simplified if a commercial soft-
are vendor supplies the appropriate coefficients for your

ens [12,13]. However, such software assumes an object
istance of infinity. In those cases where the object was
lose, we found that applying commercially available soft-
are left images with a significant distortion. Figure 2(a)

hows barrel distortion from the 1Ds camera with a
6–35 mm lens and focal plane 29 cm from the test chart.
igure 2(b) shows the output of commercial software,
hich assumes an infinite object distance.
In order to fully correct the distortion to within 1 pixel,

e implement the above described corrections in Matlab.
quation (3) is used to map source (distorted) to target

corrected) pixels. Since the source pixel locations are
ractional, we also utilize bicubic interpolation to improve
he mapping quality. The results are shown in Fig. 2(c).

. Vignetting
ignetting appears in an image as a darkening of the im-
ge corners, as shown in Fig. 3. If one were to photograph
uniform field, there would be a darkening of the image

s a function of increasing distance from the image center.
ignetting usually appears as a subtle effect because it
ccurs over relatively large image distances. However, the
ctual magnitudes are often large, so vignetting can have
ignificant effects on the use of cameras in scientific re-
earch. In one test, we found that the amount of light
assed by the lens to the corner of the image is about nine
imes less than the light passed to the center [see Fig.
(c)].
There are three potential sources for vignetting, which

ill be dealt with below: mechanical vignetting, optical vi-
netting, and natural vignetting [14]. In the case of me-
hanical vignetting, the darkening can be rather abrupt.
n the case of optical or natural vignetting, the darkening
s continuous.
In cameras, mechanical vignetting is caused by occlud-
ng extensions of the lens barrel, such as lens shades and
tacked filters. This may result in completely black cor-
ers and cannot be digitally corrected. Fortunately, me-
hanical vignetting can be corrected simply by removing
he extensions.

Optical vignetting occurs because, for oblique rays, the
ffective aperture size is reduced by the diameters of the
ront and rear elements. A smaller aperture stop will suf-
er less from this delimiting. Thus, reducing the aperture
an correct the problem. However, if a larger aperture is
equired, optical vignetting can still be corrected digitally.

Natural vignetting is caused by the angle made be-
ween the rays from the exit pupil and the sensor surface.
s the angle decreases, the collected light decreases as
ell. This drop off is typically modeled using a cos4��� law

14]. However, there are many lens designs where the
os4��� model does not hold, so an empirical approach
ust be taken when correcting natural vignetting. Natu-

al vignetting cannot be corrected via aperture adjust-
ent but can be corrected digitally.
The degree and structure of vignetting varies with ap-

rture, zoom setting, and focus. Vignetting tends to in-

ig. 3. Vignetting correction. (a) Uncorrected image showing vi-
netting. The scene is of a flower against a cloudy sky. The un-
sual appearance is due to the fact that the image is raw, with no
amma or color balance applied. The focus is on the flower in the
oreground. The lens is the 16–35 mm set to 16 mm. The
perture= f /2.8. (b) Corrected image, using the algorithm de-
cribed in the paper. (c) Comparison of correction curves, with
nd without camera rotation. Top curve, vignetting measured us-
ng test chart and camera rotation. Bottom curve, vignetting as

easured without camera rotation. Nonuniformities across the
est chart are confounded with actual vignetting, which would
ead to significant overcorrection. Dips are due to registration

arks in the test chart.
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rease with aperture size, since portions of large ray
undles are more easily occluded by aperture stops. How-
ver, the effects of zoom setting depend on the lens. The
6–35 mm lens exhibited more vignetting at small zoom
ettings, where as the 100–400 mm lens exhibited the op-
osite trend. Overall, the wide-angle lens showed more vi-
netting than the telephoto.

As in the case of distortion, we take some diagnostic
hotographs, measure the artifact, and correct it with an
nverse function.

A uniformly reflective and uniformly illuminated sur-
ace would make a good subject for our diagnostic photo-
raph. Unfortunately, such conditions are difficult to pro-
uce in the real world. Reflective surfaces typically have
onuniform bidirectional reflectance distribution func-
ions and are nonuniformly illuminated. Luminous sur-
aces, such as LCD displays, are viewpoint dependent and
herefore create nonuniform images, even in the absence
f vignetting. Because of the confound between nonunifor-
ity of the test surface and vignetting, it is preferable to

reate a virtual version of the ideal scene by compositing
everal photographs. The subject of the photograph
hould be a small and approximately uniform colored
ectangular patch. Using a heavy tripod, the patch may
e photographed so that it appears in the center of the im-
ge.
Keeping the tripod in place, the camera body can then

e rotated such that the patch moves along the image di-
gonal, a distance rI /n from the center, where rI is the di-
gonal radius of the image. The diagonal is used because
t contains the full range of radii in an image. The degree
f vignetting in the corners is not easily estimated from
ignetting along the shorter horizontal or vertical radius.
he set of resulting patches are the same patch on the
est surface but occur at different locations in each image.

For each rectangular patch, collect pairs �r�i� ,R�i��
long the patch diagonal, where r�i� is the distance from
he center of the image and R�i� is the raw camera re-
ponse. Let v�r� be any well-fitting interpolation function
f the points �r�i� ,R�i��. It is then possible to multiply
ach pixel I�x ,y�, at �column ,row�= �x ,y�, by 1/v�r�x ,y�� in
rder to correct the vignetting.

This procedure is dependent on the lens, aperture,
oom setting, and focusing distance. Therefore, these pa-
ameters must be set during calibration to match those
xpected during camera application.

. Dark Current
pixel’s dark current is its response in complete darkness

nd may have a number of design-dependent factors.
uch design details are beyond the scope of this paper.
ark current can be measured by averaging over the en-

ire sensor. However, dark current can vary from pixel to
ixel, creating fixed patterns of hot pixels and cold pixels.
ot pixels are those with higher than average responses,
nd cold pixels are those with lower than average re-
ponses. These atypical pixels may occur individually, in
eighborhood clusters, or in columns. If hot or cold pixel
esponses are too extreme, they may be considered to be
efective. The best way to treat defective pixels is to dis-
ard their responses and replace them with interpolated
alues. Subsection 4.D describes how to correct dark cur-
ent in nondefective pixels.

. Factors Affecting Dark Current
ark current usually has a thermal noise component.
herefore, it should be measured at the same tempera-

ure as the intended application environment. Dark cur-
ent also typically depends upon gain.

One might expect the accumulated dark current to be
roportional to the exposure time. With the EOS-D30,
his is not the case at all. For short exposures ��0.5 s�,
he dark current is found to be a function of sensor color
nd otherwise constant. For longer exposures, dark cur-
ent is a function of color but also increases monotonically
ith shutter speed.
The median raw camera response for all exposures on

he blue channel is 0, 16 for all exposures in the green
hannel, and 0 for the majority of exposures on the red
hannel; 1/1000, 20, and 25 s. are the exceptions for the
ed channel, where the median dark current is 18.

Dark current can be measured simply by capturing im-
ges in darkness with the lens cap on at various shutter
peeds and then computing a mean or median dark pixel
alue for each color channel to be subtracted from the ap-
lication image.
In some cases, dark current is corrected automatically

n the sensor chip [15]. In such cases, dark current sub-
raction may not be appropriate.

. OPTOELECTRONIC CONVERSION
UNCTION AND COLOR MATCHING
UNCTIONS
iven a certain amount of energy falling on a particular
ixel, the optoelectronic conversion function (OECF) re-
urns that pixel’s response. Given a certain wavelength,
he color matching function gives the relative pixel re-
ponses of the three color channels. This may all sound
ery simple. However, in an actual camera system, the
nergy response and the color matching function of a pixel
re superimposed into a single pixel response. Therefore,
n order to characterize the energy response and color

atching function of a camera, one must tease these two
unctions apart. In this section, we shall describe how to
eparate and characterize the two functions.

. Measuring the Optoelectronic Conversion Function
he goal in measuring the OECF of a camera is to deter-
ine the function R�Y�, where Y is the scene luminance in

d/m2 and R�Y� is the camera response. This is accom-
lished by measuring a series of gray test patches and re-
ording the corresponding raw camera responses in each
olor channel.

In determining our camera’s general response to light
nergy, we would like to temporarily avoid the issue of
olor. This suggests using a white light, which has equal
ower at all wavelengths. However, in actual practice,
hat we recognize as a white surface comes about by het-
rochromatic illumination of a surface, which in addition
ay not reflect all wavelengths equally. Furthermore,

here are many different spectra that are considered
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hite, such as the various CIE daylight spectra. All of
his suggests that we must choose some reference white
pectrum. The reason this works is that the procedure de-
cribed here manipulates the energy of the various wave-
engths in our arbitrary spectrum by an equal factor, thus
voiding any influence of color.
Our procedure roughly follows that described in ISO

4524:1999(E) method B [16]. In comparison, ISO
4524:1999(E) method A measures the response of the
ensor minus the lens. Since the camera will always be
sed with a lens, we find it more practical to calibrate the
amera–lens as a single unit. Furthermore, we have
ound that our primary test camera (the 1Ds) gives iden-
ical responses to a light energy stimulus with a variety of
enses regardless of the zoom setting. This makes it pos-
ible to measure the OECF with one lens and zoom set-
ing and then apply the camera with an entirely different
ens and zoom. However, the response of the Nikon D3
roved to be lens dependent using the AF Nikkor 50 mm
/1.8 D and the AF DX Fisheye-NIKKOR 10.5 mm f /2.8
D.
In order to collect luminance and camera response

ata, we require a standardized gray-scale target. For
his, we use the Accu-Chart 11-Step Gamma Compen-
ated Grey Scale Chart [10]. The ISO Camera OECF Test
hart is also useful for this purpose [16]. However, we
refer the 11-Step Chart because it is counterbalanced for
orizontal and vertical positional variation.
Uniformity of spectral reflectivity across gray patches

s important. This can be verified by recording not only
he luminance for each patch but also the �x ,y� chroma-
icity values for each gray band in the CIE 1931 space to
nsure that the gray bands are approximately achromatic
nd form a small cluster. They should cluster near the
chromatic point �x ,y�= �1/3,1/3�. See Fig. 4.

ig. 4. Color check of direct sun illuminated bands on the 11-
tep Chart. Each circle represents the color of a gray test chart
and in CIE chromaticity space. These points should be close to
he various CIE daylight colors and the achromatic point E, and
hey are; B, direct sunlight; D55, cloudy daylight; D65, CIE day-
ight; C, average sunlight. The gray band colors fit very closely to
he Stiles daylight locus function. The Stiles function is based on
curve fit to a large number of daylight observations [23]. The

olor temperature of D55, in the midst of the gray cluster, is
500 K. This temperature is an exact match to the EOS-D30’s
olor temperature assumption for daylight color balance. For
omparison, nondaylight whites are A, tungsten, and D50, bright
ungsten.
Cameras with high-quality CMOS sensors have a high
ynamic range. This requires the use of multiple expo-
ure settings in order to exercise the entire range of the
ensor’s response. By combining images of the same chart
t two exposure settings, the chart becomes a virtual
hart with a broader luminance range than possible with
ny real single chart. This requires adjustment to an ef-
ective luminance, which is

YE = Yo � To/Tr, �5�

here Yo is the luminance measured with a photometer,
r is an arbitary reference exposure, and To is the other
xposure. Essentially, measuring the light from a patch
or twice as long is equivalent to measuring a patch that
s twice as bright.

For our reference illuminant we use natural daylight at
oon, latitude 46.9. When reflected off the 11-Step Chart,
his very closely approximates CIE daylight D55. Certain
rtificial sources may have more constant spectra with re-
pect to time of year. However, we prefer the directional
ature of natural daylight, which provides the most uni-
orm illumination of a test chart.

We find that the OECF of the 1Ds is exactly linear with
olor-channel-dependent slopes, as shown in Fig. 5.

When using exposures, apertures, and gain other than
hose used here, one must adjust the �R ,G ,B� values in
rder to retain the same OECF. For instance, given refer-
nce exposure Tr, reference aperture diameter Dr, and
eference gain Gr, the adjusted �R ,G ,B� would be

�Radj,Gadj,Badj� = TrDr
2Gr�R,G,B�/�TD2G�, �6�

here T, D, and G are the new exposure, diameter, and
ain, respectively.

. Measuring the Color Matching Function
ur goal here is to measure the camera’s response to color
t constant energy. One complication is that the space of
olor spectra has an infinite number of dimensions. We
an simplify things by studying an incomplete, yet repre-

ig. 5. Camera response as a function of luminance. Reference
xposure for both cameras is 0.002 s. Reference apertures are
/5.6 and f /8.0 for the Canon 1Ds and Nikon D3, respectively.
he lens for the D3 is the AF DX Fisheye-NIKKOR 10.5 mm
/2.8 ED. Black lines indicate the 1Ds and gray lines the D3. Dia-
onds, squares, and triangles indicate red, green, and blue chan-
els, respectively.
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entative, subset of all possible spectra. The representa-
ive subset normally used for this purpose is the one-
imensional space of monochromatic lights at constant
nergy. We used wavelengths spaced at 10 nm from
00 nm to 720 nm.
Once we have a description of the wavelength-

ependent response properties of our camera, we can
ombine this description with the fact that our sensor re-
ponds linearly to energy in order to predict the camera’s
esponse to any spectrum. In fact, we will do this in order
o map camera responses to predicted human cone re-
ponses.

Our approach roughly follows that described in ISO
7321-1:2006(E) [17] method A and the spectroradiomet-
ic approach of Martínes-Verdú et al. [18]. In comparison,
SO 17321 method B involves measuring the camera’s re-
ponse to complex spectra. However, it is not obvious how
he resulting data can be used to predict camera re-
ponses to novel spectra. We also do not use the optical
pproach mentioned by Martínes-Verdú et al. because it
equires proprietary knowledge of the optical design.

In order to produce monochromatic light, we use a
onochromator. One complication is that the output of

he monochromator depends on wavelength. This variable
nergy has two particular consequences that must be
ealt with. The first consequence is that we are forced to
se various exposure times to avoid sensor activations
ear dark current levels and saturation levels. Saturation

evels can be especially problematic, since some whitening
f the camera response may occur. Various exposure times
an easily be adjusted for, since collected energy is propor-
ional to exposure time. We use the adjustments as de-
cribed in Subsection 5.A.

Having adjusted for various exposure times, the vari-
ble lamp energy must also be corrected for. This is ac-
omplished by applying the lamp’s relative energy quo-
ient as measured with a radiometer. The resulting
ormalized lamp energy output, as a function of wave-

ength, is constant.
Our monochromator is composed of a CRi Varispec tun-

ble filter illuminated with a xenon lamp. Unlike most ar-
ificial light sources, the xenon lamp provides significant
nergy at all visible wavelengths. Wavelengths outside
he visible range are filtered out using heat glass. This
revents damage to the monochromatic filter and limits
uctuations due to temperature. Fans are also used to
eep the heat glass and filter at a constant temperature.
Radiometric measures of the monochromatic signal and

amera response measures can be taken simultaneously
r sequentially. The simultaneous approach has the ad-
antage that there is no drift in signal strength over time.
his can be achieved by using a broadband nonpolarizing
eam splitter. However, we found that even broadband
plitters exhibit some wavelength dependence in how the
eam is split. Therefore, we used a sequential approach
nd bracketed our camera measurements with repeated
adiometer measures to ensure temporal stability. We
ound no measurable drift over time.

Both the camera measures and the radiometer mea-
ures are taken by aiming directly into the filter. This
voids any concern about wavelength-specific properties
f a reflecting target.
Results for the Canon 1Ds and the Nikon D3 cameras
re shown in Fig. 6. Responses are independent of lens
nd zoom setting on the 1Ds [19].

. Predicting Luminance and Human Cone Responses
iven any natural spectrum, the response of the human
isual system depends on the responses of human photo-
eceptors, not the camera response. Therefore, we would
ike to predict luminance and human cone responses from
ur camera’s pixel responses. This requires four func-
ions, Lumpred�R ,G ,B�, Lpred�R ,G ,B�, Mpred�R ,G ,B�, and
pred�R ,G ,B�, estimating the luminance, L cone, M cone,
nd S cone, respectively. If the functions are linear, then a
ingle matrix transform can be used to represent all four
unctions.

The response of the R, G, and B channels to any radi-
nce spectrum P��� in W/sr/m2/nm may be computed ac-
ording to

ig. 6. (a) Canon 1Ds color matching function (black) compared
o human cone fundamentals [19] (gray). Diamonds, red channel
nd L cone; squares, green channel and M cone; triangles, blue
hannel and S cone. Notice the second mode for red, under the
reen curve. The M cone has similar properties to the green
hannel, but the other two camera channels have peaks at longer
avelengths. Peak responses for the cones are normalized to 1.
amera responses are normalized for varying monochrome light
nergies and exposure times. (b) Color matching function for the
ikon D3 with the 55 mm lens.
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R =� CR���P���d�, G =� CG���P���d�,

B =� CB���P���d�, �7�

here CX is the camera response for channel X and � is
he wavelength. The corresponding luminance response
alculated for spectrum P��� is

Lumcalc = Vmax� V���P���d�, �8�

here V��� is the CIE photopic luminous-efficiency func-
ion and Vmax=683 cd/W is the maximum of V���. Simi-
arly, cone responses Lcalc, Mcalc, and Scalc can be com-
uted by substituting the appropriate cone fundamentals
or V���. A parallel analysis can be done for scotopic vision
y using the scotopic luminous-efficiency function V����.
The goal of luminance and cone response prediction is

o develop a function that accepts �R ,G ,B� vectors as an
rgument and use them to predict �Lum ,L ,M ,S� vectors.
n linear form, this function may be represented as a 4
3 matrix M such that

�Lumpred,Lpred,Mpred,Spred� = M�R,G,B�T. �9�

We determined M via minimization of the error func-
ion

E = �
i=1

n

�Lumpred,i − Lumcalc,i� + �Lpred,i − Lcalc,i�

+ �Mpred,i − Mcalc,i� + �Spred,i − Scalc,i�, �10�

here the sum is over n natural spectra.
Alternatively, we considered the transform

�log�Lumpred�,log�Lpred�,log�Mpred�,log�Spred��

= Mlog�log�R�,log�G�,log�B��T �11�

ith error function

Elog = �
i=1

n

�log�Lumpred,i� − log�Lumcalc,i��

+ �log�Lpred,i� − log�Lcalc,i�� + �log�Mpred,i� − log�Lcalc,i��

+ �log�Spred,i� − log�Scalc,i��. �12�

Optimization was achieved using a sequential qua-
ratic programming method [20,21] because it provides
ood results, is readily available in commercial software
22], and is accessible through the Matlab function fmin-
on.

The nonlog approach has the advantage that, from a
adiometric perspective, it treats all energy levels equally.
lso, negative infinity is avoided when cone responses are
ero, and weak cone responses, combined with small mea-
urement errors, do not appear has huge errors.

The log approach has the advantage that negative cone
esponses are avoided. In addition, the error as measured
y Eq. (12) is more closely related to the manner in which
umans perceive differences in light energy [23].
One remaining question is, What spectra would be
ost appropriate? We decided to choose spectra that
ould be relevant to the evolution of human vision, in-

luding the environments and pelage of two trichromatic
rimates [24–27]. In particular, we used the spectra col-
ected by Sumner and Mollon in Uganda and French Gui-
na, including 30 spectra of mandrill (Mandrillus sphinx)
elage, 12 spectra of the vervet monkey (Cercopithecus
ethiops), 32 fruit spectra, and 32 foliage spectra. The pelt
eflective spectra were combined with a Ugandan sunny
ky illuminant (4:30 PM). The fruit and foliage reflective
pectra were each combined with two of the following four
lluminating spectra: the Ugandan sunny illuminant, an-
ther Ugandan illuminant with overcast conditions (9:30
M), a Guiana illuminant with sunny conditions (12:41
M), and a Guiana illuminant with overcast conditions

6:25 PM). All illuminants had a forest canopy surround.
These environmental spectra were augmented with 12

elt spectra of the red-ruffed lemur (Varecia variagata)
ombined with the Ugandan sunny illuminant.

The Ugandan and Guiana spectra included few blue
pectra. Therefore, we added the most common environ-
ental source for blue spectra, skylight. In particular, we
sed 52 skylight spectra collected by Hernández-Andrés
t al. in Granada [28], with color temperatures ranging
rom 5000 K to 100,000 K.

Finally, we augmented our spectra set with some non-
nvironmental spectra, namely, the spectra of 24 Mac-
eth Color Checker chips as measured by Ohta [29]. We

lluminated these with the global sky illuminant ASTM
173-03 [30], representing sunny conditions at an aver-
ge contiguous United States latitude.
A comparison of the calculated luminance and cone re-

ponses for the 258 spectra versus the estimated re-
ponses is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The MacBeth spectra
ppear most difficult to fit for M cones, perhaps due the
rtificial origin of these spectra. The problem is not ap-
arent in the logarithmic domain.
The log method shows an apparently large error for

ome foliage and fruit spectra that lack energy in the blue
avelengths. This is expected, since very weak cone re-

ponses are susceptible to small measurement errors
hen using the log method. However, even for these spec-

ra, the calculated and predicted S-cone responses (in
onlog form) are both near zero, so the absolute error is
ot great.

. LIMITS TO RESOLUTION AND DYNAMIC
ANGE

n any real optical system, points of light in the scene do
ot produce points of light in the image. Real optical sys-
ems spread point light sources into patterns of finite ex-
ent. In other words, camera resolution is limited. This is
he case even if the lens is perfectly corrected for aberra-
ions. The remaining point spread is called the point-
pread function and is due to diffraction. Point spreading
ncreases with increasing focal lengths and with decreas-
ng apertures. For more on the theory of diffraction in
amera systems, see Ray [14] and Smith [31].
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A small amount of diffraction-generated point spread
an benefit discrete sensor systems, which would other-
ise suffer from aliasing. However, the best place to limit

esolution is at the sensor, where microlenses provide just
nough blurring to prevent aliasing. Blur elsewhere in
he system will vary with camera settings.

Unfortunately, perfect point light sources for measures
o not exist and are therefore difficult to study. However,
t turns out that camera resolution can also be measured
n terms of peak-to-peak attenuation of spatial sine wave
atterns in an image as a function of wavelength. The
ower the resolution, the faster the sine wave amplitude
rops with spatial frequency. This decreasing function is
alled the modulation transfer function or MTF.

The importance of MTF to natural image statistics is
ather direct. If one is collecting data on the contrast en-
rgy as a function of frequency in an image, knowing the
TF permits one to attribute part of the energy decrease

o the camera. Whatever relation between spatial fre-
uency and energy remains after subtracting the cam-
ra’s MTF is due to properties of the scene.

MTF is defined mathematically as

M =
Mi

Mo
, where Mi =

Ei max − Ei min

Ei max + Ei min
and

ig. 7. Calculated and predicted cone responses to 258 spectra
ion line with the exception of M-cone responses to the spectra o
Mo =
Eo max − Eo min

Eo max + Eo min
. �13�

ere Ei max is the peak energy in the image pattern, Ei min
s the minimum energy in the image pattern, Eo max is the
eak energy reflected from the test object surface, and
o min is the minimum energy reflected from the test ob-

ect surface; Mi is the image modulation, and Mo is the ob-
ect reflectance modulation. We use the sine wave pattern
hart from Sine Pattern, LLC [32], with its multiple sine
ave frequencies as our object. Then M can be calculated

or each spatial frequency, thus defining the MTF for the
amera being calibrated.

Any actual measurement of MTF involves a confound
mong aberrations, diffraction, sensor element sampling,
tray light, and an unknown demosaicing algorithm. In
his section we show how to sort out the relative influ-
nces of these factors.

By using fully raw data, one can dispense with the
roblem of proprietary demosaicing algorithms. In this
nalysis we measure MTF for each color channel indi-
idually. This is done by generating a single channel pixel
rom each Bayer pattern [33] element as follows: the red
lement in the Bayer pattern represents the red channel,

he nonlog method. The points lie very close to the identity func-
cial pigments.
using t
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imilarly with blue, and the two green elements are aver-
ged to form a single pixel. Alternatively, the green ele-
ents can be used without averaging to form an image
ith twice the sampling resolution of the red and blue. If
emosaicing is desired in the application of the camera, a
nown demosaicing algorithm can be applied and the re-
ulting MTF compared to the no-demosaicing MTF, thus
etermining the contribution of demosaicing to MTF.
Demosaicing algorithms of all sorts depend upon inter-

olation to fill in color X (say, red) values at elements with
colored (say, blue) filters. These interpolations depend

n turn upon the phase difference between the colored
patial-frequency patterns in the optical image and the
hase of the sensor array. Such colored patterns, with
patial frequencies near that of the sensor element array,
ill invariably introduce small amounts of chromatic
liasing.
Of the remaining factors, only one is expected to be in-

ependent of cycles per degree, and that is stray light or
are. Therefore, the effect of flare appears as an asymp-
ote, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Normally, flare is measured as
he optical flare factor �F�,

ig. 8. Log-calculated and log-predicted cone responses to 258
unction line with the exception of the weak S-cone responses to c
reat.
F =
Ei max − Ei min

Eo max − Eo min
, �14�

hich is related to the asymptote of the MTF �Ma� by

F = Ma

Ei max + Ei min

Eo max + Eo min
. �15�

or the Canon D30 with a 28–105 mm lens, we find Ma
0.89, 0.93, and 0.97 for red, green, and blue, respec-

ively. Characterizing flare in this way is efficient in that
t is accomplished in conjunction with MTF measure-

ents. However, stray light is generally structured, in
hat points of high luminance in a scene may be projected
onuniformly throughout the image. Therefore, some
eans of measuring flare distribution must be used in or-

er to fully characterize and correct for the effects of flare.
owever, a complete description of such methods is be-

ond the scope of this paper. A method for measuring the
tructure of flare distribution has been described by
artin [34].

using the log method. The points lie very close to the identity
fruits and foliage. Even in this case, the nonlog difference is not
spectra
ertain
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In a system free of flare, diffraction, and aberrations,
he expected MTF due to sampling alone can be com-
uted. We consider two cases: the theoretical case of point
ampling and the case of sensor filling area sampling. In
rder to compute the MTF for the point-sampled case, the
ean local Ei max and Ei min are taken from a point-

ampled sin�x� object function, with sampling at the fre-
uency determined by the Bayer pattern frequency. To
ompute the space filling MTF, Ei max and Ei min are taken
rom a step function derived from sin�x�, where intervals
f sin�x� are averaged over the Bayer pattern width to
orm the steps.

Since each sensor element occupies �1/4 of a Bayer
attern, the actual sensor array is somewhere between
hese two extremes. However, the sensor array of the D30
s covered by a low-pass filter (as are the sensors of the
Ds and D30), which means that each element is integrat-
ng light from an area greater than its 1/4 Bayer region.
s a result of the low-pass sensor filter, the empirical
TFs of the three color channels follow the area sampling

urve most closely, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This correspon-
ence also indicates that the MTF of this camera–lens
ombination is nearly sampling limited. Points of increas-
ng modulation in the point-sampling case are due to
liasing.
Given a design free of all factors except for diffraction,

he resulting MTF can be computed as

MTF�c� =
2

�
acos��cf� − ��cf�sin�acos��cf��, �16�

here c is cycles/mm on the sensor, � is the wavelength
we use a middle wavelength of 530 nm), and f is the

ig. 9. MTF for the D30 camera with the 28–105 mm lens, a
ocal length of 105 mm, and an aperture of f /22. (a) Detail of

TF for low cycles per degree, showing asymptotic behavior. (b)
TF for red (diamonds), green (squares), and blue channels (tri-

ngles) compared to theoretical point sampling (upper gray),
rea sampling (lower gray), diffraction only (dotted), and human
TF at the 2.5 mm pupil (dashed with circles). Human data

dapted from Artal and Navarro [35].
-stop of the lens [29]. The resulting function for the D30
t f-stop=22 is shown in Fig. 9(b). It is obvious that this
etup is not diffraction limited, which helps prevent alias-
ng.

Finally, we can compare the camera MTF to human
TF. Human MTF varies with a pupil size. Comparing

ur MTF to human MTF with near optimal pupil diam-
ter of 2.5 mm [32], Fig. 9(b) shows that our setup can
eet or exceed the MTF of the human eye [35].

. TESTING THE CAMERA AS A
HOTOMETER
e tested the 1Ds camera, calibrated as a photometer, us-

ng a dozen spectra. These spectra were chosen on the ba-
is of variety and avoiding any artificial pigments. The lu-
inance calculations were compared with readings from
Minolta LS-110 photometer for both the M and the Mlog

ransforms. See Fig. 10. The test spectra were selected in
quasi-random fashion and included foliage (cherry in

hade and oak in shade), rusted iron (shade), yellow
quash (sun and shade), bone (shade), cottontail rabbit
elage (shade), flower (peach colored in sun), stone (red in
un), human skin (Asian, sun and shade), and human lip
Caucasian, shade). Images were collected at 3:30 PM,
ugust 1 at a latitude of 46.9, under a cloudless sky.
any of these spectral samples differed significantly in

rigin from those used to calibrate the camera. Neverthe-
ess, both the log and nonlog methods performed well.

In order to use the camera as a photometer, or to pre-
ict human cone responses, using exposures, apertures,
nd gains different from those used during calibration,

ig. 10. The camera as a photometer. Camera response as a
unction of photometer reading for 12 test spectra using (a) the
onlog method matrix M and (b) the log method matrix Mlog. The
verall performance is similar for the two methods.
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djustments must be made to the �R ,G ,B� measures as
escribed in Subsection 5.A. The photographer should
erify that these adjustments give constant results when
arious camera adjustments are applied to a constant
timulus.

. SUMMARY
n this paper, we have described a number of camera cali-
ration procedures. Each resulting calibration is valid un-
er a range of camera parameter settings. However, some
ettings will affect the completed calibration. These rela-
ionships are mentioned throughout this paper and are
ummarized in Table 1.

Digital cameras have long been used in vision research
nd computer vision. However, the issue of how specific
roperties of camera images relate to the biological ob-
erver has been largely ignored. In this article, we have
xplained how to correct a number of camera-specific ar-
ifacts and how to transform some of the remaining cam-
ra properties to better match those of the human ob-
erver. Although, more remains to be done in this critical
rea, the methods described here provide an essential
oundation for future development.
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